In this note we introduce the concept of Cayley homomorphism which is closely related with those of composition algebra and normalized orthogonal multiplication . The key result shows the existente of certain types of Cayley homomorphisms for infinite dimension. As an application we prove the existente of left division infinite-dimensional complete normed real algebras with left unity.
Let K be a field of characteristic different from 2, V and W vector K-spaces (not necessarily with finite dimension) everyone endowed with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form. These forms will be denoted by ( 1 ) . We shall say that (V, -, e) is a Cayley triad (over V) if -is an involutive isometry of V and e an element in V such that é = e . We denote by G(W) the vector subspace of the linear maps T in EndK(W) which have an adjoint map T* with respect to ( 1 ). The linear map S V -j G(W) carrying every x to Sx is said to be a Cayley homomorphism (briefly, homomorphism) from the Cayley triad to W if the following conditions are satisfied : 1) Syo5x = (xix) Id for any x in V (where Id denotes the identity operator on W) . 2) Sx = S, 3) S, = Id. It is easy to show that 2) is equivalent to the following condition :
2') For any x, y, z in V we have (Sx(y)1 Sx(z)) _ (x1 x) (y1 z) . Linearizing equality 1) we obtain SxoSy + SgoSx = 2(xl y) Id for any x, y in V. On the other hand 1), 2) and 3) yield to (eje) = 1 .
Assume that V = W is a composition K-algebra whose symmetric bilinear form is (1) and with Cayley antiautomorphisrn -. If e is the unity of V then the map sending every element x in V to the rigth multiplication operator R., is a Cayley homomorphism from the Cayley triad (V,-, e) to V. Conversely, let V be a finito-dimensional vector space endowed with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form, assume (V, -, e) a Cayley triad over V and S : V -> G(V) = EndK(V) a Cayley homomorphism from the triad to V. As in [5, Proof. It is well known that H has an orthonormal basis eo, el) . . . , en , . . . (see for instante [2, Theorem 29] ) . For any integer n > 0 let Vn (resp. W,) be the subspace of H spanned by the n + 1 (resp . 2n) first elements of this basis. Let e = eo . Denote by -the linear operator on H fixing e and sending the remainders elements of this basis into their opposites . For each n the map -can be restricted to an involutive automorphism of Vn which we shall also denote in the same way. Every (Vn, -, e) is a Cayley triad . We shall prove by induction that for every n there exists a Cayley homomorphism S(n) from this triad to W, which satisfies the following property : for all m < n and any x, E V, y E W,n we have S(n1 (y) = SX )(y) . Obviously the statement is true for n = 0. Assume now that there exists an homomorphism S(n) from (Vn , -, e) to Wn satisfying the required property. We shall define S(n4-r) . For this, firstly we observe that there exists an isometry bn from W, onto the orthogonal subspace of Wn relative to W,+ , . So every element in Wn+r can be written in a unique way as x + bn (y) with x, y E Wn . An arbitrary element in Vn+1 is a sum u+Ae n +r with u E V n and A E K. We denote by S(+áe) +1 the linear map from Vn+r to Wn+r defined in the following way Su+áe.+1 (x + bn(y)) = S(n) (x) -Ay + bn(S(n) (y) + ñx) .
The map S(n+r) : Vn+r -> G(Wn+1) = EndK(W. +1 ) given by u + Aen+r --> Su+Aen +1 is an homomorphism from the Cayley triad (V,+1, -, e) to Wn+i which satisfies the required property . For any elements x, y E H there exist a Vn such that x, y E Vn . The element S~nl (y) does not depend of the chosen vector space Vn and will be denoted by Sx(y) . Every S., is a linear operator on H which has adjoint operator equal to S, and the map x -, Sx from H to £(H) is an homomorphism from the Cayley triad (H, -, e) to H. a We recall that a (nonassociative) algebra V is a left division algebra if for any nonzero element x in V the left multiplication operator L' , is inversible . In a similar way right division algebras can be defined . The real algebra V is said to be an absolute valued algebra if it is normed and it satisfies 11xyjj = lixil jjyjj for any x, y E V . If H is a real Hilbert space, (H, -, e) a Cayley triad over H and S a Cayley homomorphism from the triad to H, then H with the product defined by xy = S,,(y) becomes a left division algebra with left unity e which is absolute valued . So we have Theorem 2' . In every separable real Hilbert space with infinite dimension can be defined a (nonassociative) product with which H becomes a left division absolute valued algebra with left unity.
Remark 1 . Theorem T shows the existente of real left division complete normed algebras with infinite dimension . It was conjectured by F . B . Wrigth [4] that every normed division algebra over the reals is finite-dimensional .
Remark 2. Let M be a set, Lf an ultrafilter on M and {Hy}7Em a family of real Hilbert spaces which are left division absolute valued algebras with left unity. Let H be the l°°-sum of this family and N the ideal of the elements (xj.,Fm such that lim 11x711 = 0. Then N is closed and HIN is a normed algebra which will be denoted by (Hti)u and called the normed ultraproduct of {H.y } with respect to 7d (see [6] ). Moreover for any element [(x7)] in the ultraproduct we have 11[(x7)]11 = lim~I x711-u So this ultraproduct is a Hilbert space. It is easy to show that (H7)u is a left division absolute valued algebra with left unity. We can obtain from this that there exist real Hilbert spaces with infinite Hilbert dimension big enough over which we can define a product endowing it with a structure of left division absolute valued algebra with left unity. Finally we observe that A. Rodríguez [3] has given the structure theory of left division absolute valued algebras with left unity.
